The authors asked to correct the article following an institutional investigation, which concluded that these errors were the result of inadvertent human error while cropping and naming the gels and do not affect the conclusions of the article. The labeled scanned data generated from the Gel Doc system are available as Supplementary Materials (available here). In addition, the authors confirmed that the description of the asterisk symbol " * " should be added to the legend of 
Vietnamese (VIET) triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) and normal paired samples
(a) 35M  37M  36N  38N  39M 40N  41M 42N  43M 44N  46N  45M  48N  47M proIGF-II 17.5 kDa Ponceau Survivin 16.5 kDa 훽-actin 42 kDa
Vietnamese (VIET) triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) and normal paired samples 
